Meetings: one click to join means the end of delayed meetings and frustrated participants. Guests can enjoy the same experience as Fuze Desktop users without downloading the application. Enjoy high definition video, audio, and content sharing from your browser on any web enabled device. Fuze Web offers:

- High definition video
- High fidelity audio
- 4k content upload and share
- Application and desktop sharing
- Built-in whiteboard
- Meeting notes
- Individual and group chat
- In-meeting invite options (individuals, Fuze Rooms)

Fuze Web removes the barriers created by conventional web and desktop-only collaboration products by providing a rich calling, conferencing, video, and modern group messaging experience directly from your browser. No application downloads or plugins are needed. Fuze Web provides 100% of the collaboration experience with none of the hassle!
Modern Messaging: Whether you’re sending a brief message to a colleague or working on a group project with individuals from around the world, Fuze Web makes collaboration simple. Directly from Fuze Web, you can:

- Add individuals and groups to favorites
- Hide, mute, favorite and leave groups
- Add and remove contacts from groups
- Share and preview files prior to download
- Share links to media and playback in Fuze

Presence: Fuze Presence lets colleagues know whether you are available, in a meeting, on the phone, or simply out of office. Microsoft Outlook and Google Calendar integrations ensure your status reflects your availability based on your calendar. Enhanced out of office settings alert your colleagues of your status before he or she sends you a message. The do not disturb feature ensures you are not interrupted when presenting in a Fuze Meeting or busy with other tasks.

Calling: Fuze Web makes it easy for you to get in touch with a colleague or dial a number. Search contacts across your corporate, Office 365, or Google contact directory and simply click call or dial a number manually with the dialpad.

Instant and Schedule Meetings: It’s never been easier to start or join a meeting. With just a few clicks, you can easily join meetings or quickly schedule future meetings. Set up Fuze Meetings through Outlook and Google Calendar for a more traditional scheduling experience. Hosts can even customize the meeting with recordings or privacy settings.

Pre Meeting Content Upload: Remove the hassle of uploading content at the start of your meeting by preloading content with your Fuze Content Locker. Uploaded content is always shared in its native resolution.

Share Recorded Meetings: Individual recordings can be shared with colleagues and external contacts via email from Fuze Web. Password protect and set expiration dates for your meeting recordings.

Contact Management: Collaboration doesn’t stop with the contacts at your company. In many cases, clients, partners, and personal contacts need to join discussions. You can add custom contacts and import contacts from Office 365, Google, and Salesforce, to create your own custom Fuze directory to access across devices. Select your favorite contacts for easy access.

Visual Voicemail: Fuze Web gives you full control of your voicemail with callback and delete features. Contact insights enable easy voicemail navigation and follow up actions directly from Fuze Web.